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Stamps Foundation Announces the Eleventh Class of Stamps Scholars; Elizabethtown College Awards Five 

Stamps Scholarships 

 
Elizabethtown, PA – May 27, 2016 – This fall, thirty-six partner schools across the country will collectively 
welcome the 11th class of Stamps Scholars to their campuses. Selected from over 400,000 applications, the new 
first-year class is made up of 209 Scholars with diverse academic interests including biomedical engineering, 
public policy, medicine, music, and education. 

 
Stamps Scholars are chosen for their strong leadership potential, academic merit, and exceptional character. 
The Foundation supports promising students who are eager to make their contributions to the world and have 
the work ethic to make their dreams a reality. 
  
For the 2016-2017 school year, five first-year students have been selected as Stamps Scholars at Elizabethtown. 
The Stamps Scholarship covers tuition and expenses for four years of undergraduate study and also includes a 
monetary enrichment fund that Scholars can use for their academic and professional development. Other 
benefits of the Stamps Scholarship include: personalized mentoring, participation in a national day of service; 
access to a growing network of scholars and alumni; and opportunities to attend biennial conventions, where 
Scholars are able to network with one another and learn from recognized leaders. 
 
Stamps Scholars are known for their significant contributions to their campuses. “Our Stamps scholars have 
been campus leaders in numerous academic and service clubs, including Student Senate, Circle K, Newman 
Club, and the Social Enterprise Club. They have pursued independent research with faculty at E-town and on 
other campuses, and they studied abroad in Italy, Spain, Germany, Ireland, New Zealand, South Africa, Iceland, 
Japan, and the Gambia,” said Dr. Jean Pretz, Associate Professor of Psychology and Stamps Scholars Program 
Director at Elizabethtown College. “I am especially proud that this year two Stamps scholars received 
prestigious national fellowships. Gates Failing ’16 will study traditional medicine in Malawi in 2016-17 on a 
Fulbright Grant, and Tyler Butkus ‘17 will explore opportunities to apply his research to social enterprise by 
developing language skills in Indonesia thanks to a Critical Language Scholarship for summer 2016.” 
 
Nationally, 30 Stamps Scholars have won nationally prestigious academic awards in 2015-16 to further both 
undergraduate and graduate studies. These include Fulbright, Gates Cambridge, Goldwater, Marshall, Rhodes, 
Truman, and Schwarzman Scholarships. 
 
Beyond graduation, Stamps Scholars across the country continue to distinguish themselves in their 
professional and graduate careers. Stamps alumni are working with top companies and organizations such as 
Google, McKinsey & Company, and NASA and pursuing graduate degrees at prestigious universities such as 
MIT, Stanford, and Oxford. 
 
“We're very excited about this new class of Stamps Scholars,” said Roe Stamps, founder and chairman of the 
Stamps Foundation. “A hearty congratulations to our partner schools for selecting and attracting such a 
wonderful group of students.”  
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About The Stamps Family Charitable Foundation 
In 2006, Penny and Roe Stamps created merit scholarship programs for undergraduates at their alma maters – 
The University of Michigan and Georgia Tech. Since then, the Stamps Scholars community has grown into a 
nationwide network of colleges and universities with more than 1300 current and alumni Scholars. Learn more 
at StampsFoundation.org. 
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Elizabethtown College Class of 2020 

Sara Allocco Albany, NY Shaker High School 

Liuba Miranosava East Stroudsburg, PA Stroudsburg High School 

Rebecca Voler Reinholds, PA Cocalico Senior High School 

Ethan Waugh Manchester, MD Manchester Valley High School 

Jonathan Wiseman Tallinn, Estonia International School of Estonia 
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